This paper presents a novel analysis of the probabilistic roadmap method (PRM) for path planning.. We formulate the problem in terms of computing the transitive closure of a relation over a probability space and give a bound in terms of the number of intermediate points for some path and the probability of choosing a pointfrom a certain set. Explicit geometric assumptions are not necessary to complete this analysis and consequently it provides some unification of previous work as well as generalizing to new path planning problems, two of which, 2k-dof kinodynamicpoint robots and deformable robots with forcejeld control, are presented in this paper.
Introduction
Planning a collision-free path for a rigid or articulated robot to move from an initial to a final configuration in a static environment is a central problem in robotics and has been the topic -of extensive research over the last decade [l, 9, 20, 101. The complexity of the problem is high and several versions of it have been shown PSPACE-hard [20] . Interesting applications and extensions of the problem exist in planning for robots that can modify their environments [ 1 1,231 and flexible robots [3] , planning for graphics and simulation [18] , planning for virtual prototyping [7] , and planning for medical [25] and pharmaceutical [SI applications. This paper concentrates on the analysis of PRM [17, 141. Since 1994, when PRM was invented, several researchers have reported on the excellent performance of the planner for robots with many degrees of freedom, several variations of the method have been developed (e.g., [2] ), several planners that have been influenced by PRM have been introduced (e.g., [13, 193) . and several extensions of the basic path planning problem have been solved with PRM-based methods (e.g., [23] ). The experimental success of the planner has motivated many researchers to seek a theoretical basis for explaining its performance and relative successes in this direction have been reported, among others, in [5,6, 16, 15, 28, 13, 261 . This paper presents a further extension in this direction by using the mechanism of measure theory [41.
Typically, there are two related questions that one asks about PRM operation. How quickly can we find a path between some n and y? How quickly can we fmd most of the paths we are 0-7803-7272-7/02/$17.00 0 2002 IEEE 21 20 interested in?
The first question is usually addressed by isolating a particular path and showing an equivalent path can be constructed with a certain probability [15, 5, 27, 17, 281 . The second question is often dealt with by a space covering argument [16, 11, 13] .
The key difference in the treatment in our paper is the abstract reformulation of typical path planning problems to isolate the essential properties which allow us to analyze PRM. We capture the properties of a path planning task for a single path in terms of two simple constants. We relate these constants to previous analyses to suggest ways that they can be bounded in practice. Certain notions from an analysis such as [ 151 will be replaced with more general ideas. We will now describe some the previous work that our treatment draws from. The probability distribution of the point choosing function can be replaced with a computable probability measure. The configuration spaces can be replaced with the more vague notion of state space without any explicit geometric assumptions. The predicate of reachability and the local planner are formalized with binary relations with the local planner being a subset of the reachability relation. The reachability is assumed to be transitive and both are assumed to have certain measurability properties.
APath isolation method
Our reformulation of the PRM advances the state-of-the-art of PRM analysis by working with spaces with weaker mathematical structure and by using geometry less explicitly. Although for some systems, an analysis using particular geometric facts might yield better bounds than what we give, we are not aware of treatment to date which has achieved this. Our approach unifies some the existing work and gives a framework for approaching new path planning problems.
Problem Formulation
The set X will be the set of distinct and valid states the robot can assume. The set Z c 2' is a 0-algebra for X. For example, a natural choice for this would be Bore1 algebra in the case where X has a topology [24] . The function p : C 4 [0,1] is a probability measure on (X,C). p is taken to represent the distribution of the random sample function on X. If a is the random variable indicating a point chosen from X at random by the sampler and A is a measurable subset of X, P(a E A) = p(A). In short, ( X , Z , p ) is a probability space.
For this discussion it will be necessary to extend the measure on X by finite dimensions in order to consider n-ary reachability relations over the space. The operator 18 denotes generation of o-algebras via the usual construction over rectangles (elements of Cartesian products of 0-algebras). The canonical 0-algebra and probability over X" will be C" = Z I8 -. .@ C and p,, : C" + [0,1]. p,, is uniquely defined by its action on rectangles, i.e.,p,,(A~ x The local planner is described by a relation, R, over the set X. This relation will have the additional restriction that it is measurable, in other words R E C2. This a natural assumption which will not inhibit the study of 'reasonable' planning problems. The notation of this object is given by the identity xRy e (x,y) E R E X2. x reaches y is meant by xRy.
xAn) c) np(Aj).
Another representation for R is as the characteristic function for the set R, which is more convenient for our purposes:
The preimage of the above function is R, i.e., R = X i 1 ( 1). This function is measurable and can be easily extended to n-ary analogues as follows. The family of functions fn : X"
is given by
In other words, f n ( x l , ..., x,,) = 1 iff x l R . . . Rr,. Another useful version of this function will be written fl and defined as f l ( x 1 , ..., xn) := fn+2(x,xI ,..., xn,y). It follows directly that these functions are well-defined and measurable.
A second kind of closure can be formulated in a similar way. Intuitively, we want any membership in R to be determinable cy a random point guessini process l . The binary relation R will be taken to mean xRy when a random point guessing process has positive pro_bability of proving that xRy. Here is a formal construction of R. Let
Eote that Fn is a measurable function from X 2 to [0, I]. Now R can be written
By their constructions, R C_ R^ C_ R and each relation is an element of x2. n=O 
ABoundforN
The main result presented in this paper is a bound on the expected number of points needed to be generated in order to %etermine membership in I?. This bound holds ifand only if R = R. We know if this assumption does not hold, then random point guessing processes will fail on some queries. The method of proof will be to reduce the problem of finding a path between two particular points to a standard problem in discrete probability; the following theorem will be used. For the problem considered in this paper, the existence of certain buckets (cereal boxes) of strictly positive measure will be shown. These buckets will be such that guessing at least one point from each ensures that PRM has computed a path. ..., xn with X i E Aj, X R X~ R -. Rr,Ry holds.
PRM will certainly succeed if a point from each Ai can be guessed. Since they each have positive measure this will eventually happen, however we would like to obtain a bound as well.
Each Ai can be thought of as a Coupon Collector bucket. We will ignore points that land outside of the distinguished A1 x .
-. x An in order to obtain an overestimation of E ( N ) . Also, we will assume that the Ai are disjoint -otherwise if a point is guessed which is in multiple buckets it can be randomly reassigned to a single bucket to obtain an overcount of E(N).
Let p = minp(Ai) and conservatively take all the buckets to have measure p . Again this produces an overcount and we conclude that with probability at least np a point in at least one bucket is guessed.
We will defme a sequence of random variables Yi counting the number of guesses before the ith point in some bucket is guessed. The random variable T will count the number of guesses in any bucket required to obtain at least one guess in each bucket. It follows that E(N) 5 E (& E). Note that the yi are independent and identically distributed. Furthermore, the E are independent of T.
These observations allow us to conclude that E (& E) = E ( T ) -E(Yl).
By Coupon Collector we know that E ( T ) = nlogn (since there are n buckets) and E(Y1) = 1 / n p , the inverse of the probability of landing in some bucket. The final inequality follows.
ComUary 3.3 Afer guessing N points, we can write the pmb-
ability of not having guessed the path, P, as
This can be seen by applying the union bound and it clearly decreases exponentially when p > 0.
The limiting part of the bound of 3.2 is p . A useful additional result would be to show that for some particular path planning that p could be lower bounded in terms of the state space or some attribute of a given path. Our analysis allows for the use of sets which may not have simple geometric shapes thus extending the palette of sets of positive measure that we could use to find a lower bound for p. We will make use of this during our examples.
Our analysis gives similar results to earlier approachs however it can be used to treat a larger class of problems than those considered before such non-manifold geometries, vector spaces with infinite bases and other spaces which can described in a measure theoretic context. This paper will describe 2k-dof kinodynamic robots and deformable robots as examples.
2k-dof Kinodynamic Robots
In this section, we begin by summarizing the laown single path analysis of a k-dof holonomic robot and then discuss issues surrounding the extension to 2k-dof kinodynamic robots.
The workspace for this example will be a k-manifold W C [0, Ilk. The state space is the workspace, X = W . The random sample function has the distribution induced by the Bore1 measure on [O, lIk normalized to be a probability measure.
Consider a fully holonomic robot operating in this workspace with a local planner that connects points with a straight line. This analysis closely parallels [15] and [5] .
The buckets (as in Th. 3.2) for k-dof point robots can be constructed and used to get more explicit bounds on E ( N ) . Let In k-d, we solve each dimension independently and cases where either acceleration is too large, singularities arise or time is non-positive are not solutions. We refer to this local planner as R in the following.
We a i m to show that PRM succeeds but that ball tiling arguments as in There exists E > 0 such that (4,.',) E BE(x2, v2) is such that (XI,vl)R(XJ2,~2)R(X3,V3). Since ,u(BE ((x2,v2) )) > 0, we have a probabilistically complete path planner and Th.3.2 applies.
In this example, n and p depend on the input points independently of the obstacles. Given a C' path between two points, a path made of piecewise constant second derivatives which arbitrarily well approximates the first path can be found [24] . In Figure 2 , we can see a possible solution space for a planning problem with a single intermediate milestone in 1-d, the vertical axis being velocity and horizontal axis being position. The shape depends heavily on the start and finish points and is disconnected. The measure of the set, however, is a significant fraction of the measure of smallest disc which encloses all of the points.
In this section, we consider motion planning with deformable robots such as [3] controlled by force fields such as a rope, a sheet of paper or a rubber ball. This section will sketch how to show probabilistic completeness of the path planner. There will be little emphasis on the control and simulation of parametric deformables, an interesting topic on its own.
The robot we consider in this section will be a deformable curve operating in a k-dimensional compact workspace. It will be controlled by an extemal force field.
For the sake of simplicity, suppose the configuration space is the set of all C2 curves embedded into a k-manifold workspace W c [0, lIk which satisfy some constraints on total deformation energy and local strain energy. The state space X is W together with a C' velocity field on the curve. The robot can be controlled by applying C? force fields to the curve.
We can subdivide the-curve recursively (say in two pieces).
This will form a lattice L of subdivision topologies. For each h E L, we have a state space XI which is a m-manifold for some m which represents the curve's constrained deformation, embedding and velocity field in terms of a finite parameter set (where the curve is obtained by interpolation). To each h E L,
we assign a probability px > 0 such that EhEL pa = 1. Also, an operator V on every pair h,h' E L can be defined so that h V k ' is the simplest common subdivision topology.
For two states x,y E X, suppose there is a path between them.
We will now sketch an approximation scheme for the path, discuss what kind of properties the local planner must have and show how we can compute the path with PRM. More specifically, we construct X' with an associated measure and local planner R such that PRM succeeds and implies paths in X. We note that X is not finitely parametric and that X' is not a manifold.
We rely on several reasonable assumptions. The subdivision scheme we are using must be of the type where the curve represented by some subdivision topology and parameters must be the limit of the subdivision process. The family of curves and primitive paths must also be sufficiently rich to approximate any given curve arbitrarily well when taken under finite composition, i.e., R is path reachability. Finally, we assume that queries are made with representable pairs (x, y).
Let Rx be the local planner which connects points in XI. We must first show that Xk with its probability measure pk and with local planner Ra satisfying the conditions for Th. 3.2.
Recall that Xk is an m-manifold. For any z1 ,z2,z3 E XI such that Z I R I Z~R I Z~, we define Y as the set of points zi E Y where Z I R~& R I Z~. It is now sufficient to show Y is also an mmanifold. We could conclude that p l ( Y ) > 0, then it follows p > 0 (in the sense of Th. 3.2) for any path with a finite number of milestones.
-
We construct the state space X' = UxELXx with probability measure taken by the product 0-algebra and measure constructions. Measures are weighted for each h by P I . The local planner for points z,z' (with subdivision h and h' respectively) works by reinterpreting z and z' as points in Xkvkt and using its corresponding local planner. It is easy to show that this constructs a probability space. Furthermore, it follows that PRM is probabilistically complete on X' with local planner R. We have shown that, under reasonable assumptions, given a path for our deformable robot we can construct a path which is within E > 0 that can be found using PRM without fixing a parametrization a priori. This shows that a generic path planner could be constructed for this problem and that the probability of failure of the planner would tail exponentially with respect to the number of guesses. Since the approximation space we constructed is not a manifold, we also note that we succeeded in showing path planning results in non-manifold spaces without sacrificing the aspects of PRM that make it desirable to implement in practice. Finding a path in the approximation space implies a path in X. This kind of analysis was not possible with previous frameworks.
Discussion and Future Work
We reformulated the robot path planning problem in terms of probability spaces, measures and computation of the transitive closure of a given local relation. We showed that if it was possible to guess a path between two given points at random then n buckets of strictly positive measure existed so that guessing at least one point in each bucket would produce some path between these points. This allowed us to bound the probability of failure in terms of n and p, the measure of the smallest bucket. We also used Th. 3.1 to obtain a bound for the expected humber of points we need to guess to find some path between the query points, if that path exists. Since the assumptions we used for our proofs were quite weak, this treatment has bearing on using PRM for planning problems in practice. We have developed a framework to prove completeness of PRM for a given planning task and to argue its efficiency by estimating n and p either analytically or otherwise.
In our first example, we echoed the results on kinodynamic planning of [ 131 and gave a rigorous proof using a path isolation analysis. This provides some additional theoretical weight behind algorithms presented in [21] . This example had buckets which were possibly disconnected and had shapes which were not at all similar to that of a ball.
In the second example, we showed a probabilistically complete path planner for a deformable curve robot which did not make use of a fixed parametrization. This is a powerful extension of [3] and further motivates using probability spaces for the analysis of PRM. We constructed an approximation space which was easier to represent and implied paths in the original space. Although in this case every path had an arbitrarily similar path in the approximation space, it may be that for some problems using several incomplete approximations may be effective in practice.
By analyzing the abstract coupon collector problem, we learn that if there are several different independent path classes connecting two points then solving coupon collector problems for all of them in parallel and halting on the first success is not much better than the average difficulty of solving one of them by itself. Another observation is that in the case where there are buckets with variable sizes, coupon collector is limited by the smallest bucket. This bears a strong similarity to results on narrow corridors published in [12] . While this is not a proof that PRM is limited by small p , it is consistent with previous claims to this effect. Certainly one can easily construct examples where a point must be guessed from a very small bucket and then argue a lower bound inversely proportional to p , the size of this small bucket. PRM was designed for hard but not pathological problems and our analysis is meant to characterize its performance and applicability to new problems.
